Abstract-Burst buffers have been widely deployed in many supercomputers to absorb bursty I/O and accelerate I/O performance. Previous work has shown that with burst buffer systems, I/O operations from computer nodes can be greatly accelerated. While the lack of data swapping supports on burst buffer leads to under-utilization and application failure issues. In addition, the effects of data replacement algorithms on application performance and the suitability of each algorithm for the target application are unclear. In this paper, we address these challenges by simulating data swapping on burst buffers with different data replacement strategies. Trace logs from a set of real-world HPC applications are used with different data replacement algorithms to show the behavior of representative HPC applications. From the results, we found that most HPC applications can still achieve full performance when using a buffer size that is far less than the total access space of the application, which can lead to a huge reduction on the required capacity for burst buffer. Moreover, we found that data replacement algorithms can have significant impact on the application performance. Our finding show the importance of having data swapping in reducing the required capacity and guide the future design of the usage of burst buffer.
I. INTRODUCTION Computational performance in high performance computing (HPC) systems has been dramatically increased, driven by continuously advancing multi-and many-core architectures and fast memory technologies such as high bandwidth memory (HBM) [1] and hybrid memory cube (HMC) [2] . The fastest supercomputer in the world first reached beyond a hundred PFLOPS in 2016. The advance is a factor of 400 compared to the fastest supercomputer in 2006. Although these recent HPC systems have been keeping pace with the requirements of compute-and memory-intensive applications, the current systems remain inadequate for I/O-intensive applications since the performance of the I/O subsystem, such as a parallel file systems (PFS), is much lower than that of processors and memory systems. For example, the latest top 1 supercomputer summit provides 200 Peta-Flops computational performance while having as low as 2.5 TeraByte/s GPFS filesystem [3] , a factor 80,000 in favor for compute. As we move towards higher performance and large-scale dataintensive applications on HPC systems, I/O performance has become more critical [4] , [5] .
To alleviate the gap between computational and I/O performance, production supercomputers have been adopting burst buffer systems [3] , [6] [7] [8] [9] . Burst buffers are an additional storage tier, residing on top of the PFS in the storage hierarchy and provide non-volatile storage space with high bandwidth and lower latency than the PFS. Burst buffers are used as either local storage that has been installed on each compute node, node-local burst buffer (NLBB) [3] , [6] , [7] or remote storage that is shared by compute nodes and serve as cache space for PFSs, remote shared burst buffer (RSBB) [8] - [12] .
In RSBB, the burst buffers are shared by all compute nodes. Users specify the total size of RSBB via APIs [13] . However, while RSBB provides its users with flexibility in specifying the size of burst buffers, the RSBB size must be carefully determined, otherwise applications may crash due to I/O errors if applications attempt to use more RSBB capacity than requested size, i.e., overflow (details in Section II-B1).
The current solution is to allocate a surplus in capacity that exceeds the usage estimate in order to avoid job failure. However, such solution causes significantly under-utilization of burst buffer, reduction in the system's job throughput, and increase in the job queuing time (details in section II-B1). Another solution is to stage-out data that the application does not use anymore and then stage-in data which the application accesses next, similar to the cache swapping. Recent RSBB systems provide APIs for dynamic stage-in/out, i.e., swapping, functionalities so that the application can process more data than the specified amount [13] . However, due to the lack of system support and coarse swapping granularity, data swapping is not widely performed on RSBBs, and the effectiveness of the data swapping on RSBBs are unclear (details in section II-A).
In this paper, we explore the performance impact on I/Ointensive applications when RSBB systems support finergrained granularity for dynamic swapping: chunk-level. Here, we define the performance impact as the performance reduction of applications when using a limited capacity buffer compare to when using unlimited capacity buffer, i.e., the theoretical maximum. This finer-grained granularity raises several interesting questions. Specifically, we explore the following three critical questions: (i) how do different RSBB swapping configurations, i.e., buffer size and data replacement algorithms impact performance? (ii) how can we efficiently utilize the chunk-level swap-in/out 1 approach in RSBB? (iii) how do different chunk-level data replacement algorithms, i.e., FIFO, LRU and others, impact performance? We investigate these questions with a data swapping simulator for burst buffer, B2Sim. B2Sim is a trace-driven simulator and the simulation starts with tracing all I/O operations of an application, then B2Sim simulates the data swapping on RSBB based on the I/O trace from different applications under different configurations, i.e., buffer sizes, and data replacement algorithms. B2Sim provides a methodology for user to quickly search for the optimal configuration of RSBB for their applications.
In the evaluations, we conducted three sets of experiments to answer the three burst buffer configuration questions. Especially, we make the following contributions:
• A generic model of RSBB under a chunk-level and filelevel swap-in/out scheme.
• A simulator, B2Sim, that simulates I/O behaviors of applications based on the RSBB model. • Comprehensive study on three RSBB configurations.
• Empirical simulations with five real-world applications. Our key findings are that all three configurations, buffer size, granularity, and data replacement algorithms have impacts on the application performance, and should be carefully chosen to fully utilize the burst buffer system. We found that for the most of the applications we test, they can still achieve high performance with half of the total access space, which we define as the sum of the size of all the file the application access and the minimum required capacity to buffer all the files. Hence, introducing the data swapping into the burst buffer system can significantly reduce the required burst buffer capacity and therefore, increase the whole system throughput and reduce the reduce the job queuing time. With B2Sim, we can extrapolate more efficient use and better design space for burst buffer architectures. To the best our knowledge, our work is the first exploration in data swapping on burst buffer.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
RSBB systems have been widely deployed in many HPC centers, and the effectiveness has been theoretically and empirically evaluated [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . the optimal configurations that can fully exploit the performance of these RSBB systems still remain an open question. Because the performance of I/O-intensive applications depends on how the applications efficiently use storage systems, the configurations of RSBB systems are a critical concern in I/O-intensive applications.
A. The Current Limitation of RSBB in Modern HPC Systems
The current RSBBs offer simple APIs to control which files to stage in and out of buffers. Programmers and applications must explicitly operate the burst buffer through the provided API [13] -failure to properly control the staging can lead to buffer overflows, and thus, failed application execution. Moreover, the current RSBB only provide file-level stage in/out [13] . Whenever an application stages in/out, files are moved between a RSBB and a PFS in their entirety, even if the portions of the files being accessed are relatively small. Such file-level staging can be impossible for files which have larger sizes than the RSBB. Such additional handling can be a huge burden for the developers and users, and significantly limited to a certain RSBB.
A commonly employed solution is to over-provision applications with enough RSBB to avoid buffer-overflow and swapping. Over-providing RSBB is a practically viable, albeit naive, solution that is driven by the complexity of analyzing application I/O behavior. However, intermediate files and different ways of storing file in different filesystems, e.g., internal fragmentation caused by file chunking, make it difficult to accurately estimate an application's capacity usage, which increases the probability of burst buffer overflow. Users are recommended to allocate up-to six times more buffer space than what they estimate the peak I/O footprint for their application is. Blindly over-provisioning buffer space in the described fashion is a waste of expensive RSBB, increases queue time for users and reduce overall system throughput.
We argue that the current manually operating RSBB is complex and places a needless burden on users; instead, we propose that RSBB automatically and transparently decides what and when files are staged-in/out.
B. A Better Alternative: Data Swapping on RSBB
One way is to adapt a similar strategy as has been successfully being used for decades in general-purpose processorsa technique called swapping. Due to the data locality in file I/O from applications, high performance may also be achieved with limited RSBB capacities [20] . Moreover, compared to file-level, chunk-level stage-in/out is more promising. In the chunk-level approach, files are divided into chunks and accessing a file involves only swapping the requested chunk to the RSBB instead of swapping the entire file. Therefore, the chunk-level swap-in/out is expected to be more efficient than file-level stage-in/out. However, how much this chunklevel approach improves I/O performance is not obvious. Furthermore, the chunk-level approach requires additional concerns to be given to the allocation size and the data replacement algorithm. Therefore, efficient file stage-in/out between a RSBB and a PFS is critical.
1) Allocation Size:
The first concern is how the allocated size of the RSBB impacts the application's performance. Under the chunk-level approach, a RSBB works as cache for a PFS and moves chunks between the RSBB and the PFS. If a larger RSBB size is allocated, the I/O performance of the application is expected to be improved since more data can reside in the RSBB and less swapping should be required. However, this can lead to underutilized buffer if excessive amounts of buffers are allocated and remain unused. On the other hand, if the application is allocated an inadequate buffer capacity, frequent swap-in/out can occur. This will result in deterioration of the I/O performance of the application. Moreover, the performance of applications also depends on the temporal/spatial I/O locality of the applications since these affects the I/O access pattern and potential for swapping when the buffer size is insufficient. Given an application, allocating the appropriate buffer size is not easy.
2) Data Replacement Algorithm:
In CPU cache replacement algorithms, the most common policy is least recently used (LRU). However, there is no common data replacement policy for I/O-intensive applications in RSBBs. Therefore, understanding how different replacement algorithms impact on the applications' performance is important for RSBBs.
C. Summary
Existing studies have shown that RSBBs can accelerate I/O-intensive applications, which are characteristically slow when only using a PFS [17] , [21] . Although different RSBB configurations produce different impacts on the performance of applications under the chunk-level approach (More details in Section VI), there are very few studies exploring the various configurations of burst buffers in this manner.
Unfortunately, there are no production RSBB systems that support data swapping, configuring buffer sizes, and data replacement algorithms under chunk-level data management. Therefore, to gain the insight that is required to answer the key questions and support the design of future RSBB, we explore the configuration space through the use of a simulator.
III. BURST BUFFER SIMULATOR CONSTRAINTS AND REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we discuss the design idea and choices included in our simulation. We explain the motivations of creating our own simulator in Section III-A. As the critical part of our simulator, we choose a FUSE-based tracer, MUSE, for multiple advantages. (Section III-B).
A. Needs for a New Burst Buffer Simulator
Previous work have explored the RSBB through the intensive use of simulators [14] , [22] , primarily through tight integration, and thus dependency on, network simulators such as CODES [23] or SST [24] . These network simulators aspire to not only simulate the RSBB, but also entire network stacks, topology and traffic pathways, bandwidth and latency. Usually, these simulators have impressive accuracy, with error rates as low as 10% [14] , [23] . While it is appealing to rely on accurate full-system network simulators, it can also be impractical: simulating the entire system in detail incurs overheads. Some overheads can be remedies by running the simulating in parallel, e.g., CODES, however, it highly depends on the workflow and topology [23] , [25] . Besides, large scale simulations can often occupy a significant fraction of valuable computational resources, which can be undesired for obvious reasons. Finally, simulating an entire system can restrict conclusions drawn to that of the systems; there is a loss of generality.
The focus of our paper is not on full-system simulator, but on the impact of the RSBB with different configurations, on a certain application, and providing a solution for users to quickly search for the best configurations for their applications. Our solution trades the accuracy of full-system simulator for speed while maintaining accuracy within component of interest -the RSBB itself. We aspire to provide researchers, system administrators and users a tool for rapid prototyping of potential RSBB configurations; prototyping/simulator that can help users in acquisition of future RSBB solutions, better job scheduling, choosing RSBB policies, or -if detailed simulation is needed-assist in selecting good candidates for simulation before involving full-system simulators (e.g. CODES). Finally, we foresee no obstacles in integrating our method into fullsystem simulator, e.g. CODES, albeit that is beyond the focus of the present work.
B. FUSE-based I/O Tracing
There are many previous work about tracing I/O operations [26]- [30] . However, in this research, we obtain I/O traces from a FUSE-based I/O tracing tool, MUSE [31] , There are three important reasons why we chose a FUSE-based method. 1) Increased Generality: As we mentioned, we want to provide a solution to trace all kinds of applications with all kinds of the I/O. Many I/O tracing tools [27] , [28] [30] , [32] . For example, stream I/O library API fclose calls POSIX API write to flush the buffered data to the storage and close in its body. Moreover, applications can perform I/O using mmap, e.g. mmap a file into a memory region then update the memory area, file data would be updated to the storage by kernel [33] . Such I/O calls in other I/O libraries cannot be simply intercepted by using LD PRELOAD or recompiling/relinking. Furthermore, there are some system applications that cannot easily be recompiled, e.g. cat, tar, which would further limit the usage of such I/O tracing tools. Meanwhile, as we mentioned, FUSE is implemented in kernel, FUSE handles all the actual I/O data transfer request from the kernel. All buffering and I/O forwarding from highlevel libraries are transparent to FUSE. In addition, as a kernel module, no recompiling/relinking is required to use FUSE, therefore, FUSE based tracing tool is more general and able to trace all kinds of I/O from all kinds of applications.
3) Replayable Tracing: To perform trace-driven simulation, we require the trace file to be replayable.
• Each operation needs to have its timestamp recorded to represent the order of the operations. 2. An overview of our burst buffer model, burst buffer stay between the computer nodes and PFS to provide data buffering. Data swapping happens between burst buffer and PFS at chunk-level
• Detailed information on each operation needs to be recorded, e.g., file name, access offset. However, some tracing tools [28] , [29] provide only summary of the I/O calls, e.g., number of read operations, which makes them unsuitable for our propose.
IV. BURST BUFFER MODEL AND SIMULATOR
Our burst buffer model consists of two-level storage, level-1 (e.g., burst buffer) and level-2 (e.g., PFS) as shown in Figure 2 . Level-2 storage functions as persistent storage, while level-1 storage is cache space for level-2 storage and caches files of an application running on the compute nodes. Therefore, all I/O requests (i.e., read/write) are handled via the level-1 storage when compute nodes attempt to access files on the level-2 storage. In the model, level-1 has a finite capacity while level-2 has infinite capacity.
In our burst buffer model, files are divided into fixed-size data chunks. In reading data chunk X, the model first checks if chunk X is cached in level-1 (L1) storage. If cached, the chunk X is simply read from L1 ( Figure 1-(a) ). If not, the chunk X is swapped in L1 from level-2 (L2) storage (Figure 1-(b) ). Then, compute nodes read the chunk X from L1. If there is no free space in L1 when swapping in, the model swaps out a chunk based on its data replacement algorithm (Figure 1-(c) ).
In writing data chunk Y, if there is free space in L1, the compute node will write chunk Y directly to L1 (Figure 1-(d) ). If there is no free space, the model swaps out a chunk before writing to L1 (Figure 1-(e) ). Our model also considers asynchronous writeback. Dirty data chunks, which are updated data chunks in L1 but not in L2, are written back to L2 storage while handling other I/O requests. The model asynchronously writes the dirty chunk back to L2 storage in order to ensure consistency between L1 and L2 storage.
V. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe how our simulator is built on the top of the burst buffer model as a trace-driven simulator.
We build our simulator based on the burst buffer model described in section IV. At the end of the simulation, the simulator generates the estimated performance based on several performance counters, as detailed in section V-A. However, in order to match the performance of a given application on a given system, the specifications of the application and system Figure 3 shows the overview of our simulation. The key component of the simulation is the burst buffer simulator. The simulator takes three inputs: the I/O trace of the applications (Section V-C), which provides the I/O patterns of the applications; benchmarks of the system (Section V-B), which provides the specifications of the target system; and the given configurations. A log parser in the simulator reads the trace files, and forwards all the read and write events to the burst buffer simulator one by one. Our simulator handles the events from the log parser and simulate the behavior of a RSBB the system performance specified by the system benchmarks. As the output, the simulator generates the expected I/O performance of the application under the given configuration.
A. Performance Counters
At the end of the simulation, we calculate a ratio based on the Formula 1 to define the performance reduction from the theoretical maximum throughput T Max . We calculate the theoretical Max throughput, T Max , using the Formula 2, which is the performance when using a burst buffer of unlimited size, and Formula 3 to calculate the actual performance, T Actual . 
T ime P F S = P F S IO Size T P F S (6)
T otal IO Size = IS + RHS + W S (7)
P F S IO Size = RM S + IS + W BS
Where the T P F S and T buffer are the throughput of the PFS and burst buffer, and T ime input , T ime P F S , T ime buffer are time spent on read/write from input, PFS, and buffer, please note T ime P F S includes T ime input .
The RMS, RHS, WS, WBS, and IS are five performance counters the simulator records during the simulation. The counters give a detailed explanation of the T Actual , and help people to understand the impact from application I/O patterns.
• Input Size (IS): records the total size of data that needs to be read from the PFS as input data. In the simulator, we assume no staging phase before the execution, hence IS records the total size of the input data.
• Read Hit Size (RHS): records the size of data that is buffered in burst buffer when being read, i.e., the total amount of data that do not need to be swapped-in.
• Read Miss Size (RMS): records the size of data that have already been swapped out and need to be swapped in when being read. RMS is different from IS in that RMS records the chunks that were once buffered in the burst buffer, but have been swapped out due to limits on the buffer capacities while IS doesn't.
• WriteBack Size (WBS): records the size of data chunks that has been updated and need to be synchronized with PFS to make space for new read or write.
• Write Size (WS): records the size of data that has been written to the buffer. When the burst buffer runs out of the space, we also increase the WBS to compensate.
B. System Benchmark
A real system consists of many complicated components with complex interconnections. Each component and mode of interaction among components can have huge impacts on the performance and attempting to simulate or model such system without any abstractions is difficult and also limits the generality of the simulation. We hide such complexity while getting an accurate and generalizable view of the system by focusing on and benchmarking the I/O performance.
We build an I/O benchmark to measure the I/O throughput. As shown in [34] , [35] , the performance of the storage systems has can be affected by many parts of the systems, e.g. stripping size and block size, which causes the performance of the storage to vary based on size of the data being transferred. Hence, instead of using a typical throughput + latency performance model, we benchmark the performance for different transfer sizes, ranging from 1KiB to few MiBs or GiBs, and use the closest measured results for any given transfer size in the simulation. Since we need to benchmark the throughput of some small transfer sizes, some metadata operations would also significantly affect the benchmark results, such as metadata operations for file open. Benchmarks like IOR [36] do not distinguish between the metadata operation, e.g., open/close for every iterations, into and data transfer performance in their results. To avoid such metadata operations from the data transfer results, we build our own I/O benchmark upon MPI and perform simple sequential read and write on the given size for multiple iterations. We use this specially-designed benchmark to evaluate the I/O throughput of the file system.
C. Distributed I/O Trace
As a trace-driven simulation, we know our target applications from their I/O traces. As we mentioned, we use MUSE [31] to generate trace files from the executions of a set of distributed applications. In the trace, five important aspects of each I/O operation are recorded: • timestamp: timestamp of the start time of each operation.
• operation: types of the operation: write, read, etc.. .
• filepath: relative path of the file on which operations are performed. This is used as the identifier of file.
• offset: offset in the file where each operation starts.
• size: size of each operation performs. We trace each application in a distributed way: First we mount MUSE on all the nodes used. Then we run the application in parallel, and MUSE traces the I/O on each node. After the execution, we merge the trace files from all nodes into a single file by sorting the timestamp of the operations. Since we lack exact clock synchronization during the execution, there are clock drifts among the timestamps from different nodes. However, since we run the applications in parallel, the exact order of I/O operations is nondeterministic, hence we consider the clock drifts as a part of the nondeterminism.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to answer the three questions in Section I, we perform a group of simulations using five different real word applications with the I/O data details listed in Table II . We conduct our experiments on the TSUBAME KFC supercomputer with the specifications in Table I . We show three studies using the five applications. We first vary the buffer size and show how the performance changes with different buffer size (question i, Section VI-A). Secondly, we compare the performance ratio between the file-level swapping approach and the chunklevel swapping approach (question ii, Section VI-B). Thirdly and finally, we show the performance difference between four data replacement algorithms (question iii, Section VI-C).
The simulation starts with the system benchmarks. We utilize the NFS as the L2 storage, and an software-level burst buffer, HuronFS [37] as the L1 burst buffer. We benchmark the I/O throughput performance on both NFS and HuronFS for up to 32 nodes on the TSUBAME KFC. We configure the HuronFS to have one meta data server and one IO server, and keep the same configuration for all the experiments. We benchmark with our micro-benchmark and repeat each measurement for 50 times. We vary the I/O size from 1 KiB and increase by 1 KiB until 128 KiB, and then increase by 100 KiB until the 5 MiB, where the performance plateaus.
A. Simulating with Real Applications
We trace five different applications: Montage [38] , Povray [39] , Similar Pages, BTIO [40] , and Miranda IO [41] on TSUBAME supercomputer [42] . The first three applications: Montage, Povray, Similar Pages are workflow applications, consisting of multiple small jobs with mutual dependencies. The dependencies are described by using GNU Makefile, and we use a framework called gxp [43] to execute the "make" command in a distributed manner. The last two applications: BTIO and Miranda IO are MPI applications. We trace all the applications with 32 compute nodes. We set the chunk size in the simulator to 1 MiB for Montage, BTIO, and Miranda IO to avoid bad performance from frequent small I/Os. However, for the Povray and Similar Pages, which consist of thousands of small files, we use a small chunk size of 4 KiB to avoid waste of space caused by internal fragmentation. In Table II , we show the total access space under the given chunk size of each application, which defines the minimum required capacity in current burst buffer strategy to buffer all the files. In the first experiments, we use the most common used algorithm, LRU, as the data replacement algorithm for the buffer.
In the figure we show the performance ratio to the theoretical performance according to Formula 1. We use stacked columns to show the details of the performance according to the counters introduced in Section V-A with different colors.
1) Montage:
A workflow application developed in NASA that constructs custom mosaics by composing multiple astronomical images [38] . The whole workflow consists of three parallel phrases where the same operations are applied on different data and between them are several reduce phrases. Figure 5 shows the simulation results of Montage. As we expected, the performance of the application increases when we have more buffer available. The performance counters on the stacked columns indicate such increment as the reduction of the writeback overhead on the swap out. With more buffer available, more dirty data can be buffered, and simultaneously updated on the background. However, with only a 6 GB burst buffer, which is about half of the total space Montage accesses, we can achieve over 90% of the theoretical max performance.
2) Similar Pages: A text processing application. Similar pages reads a large amount of text taken from webpages and analyses all the pairs of similar sentences which have smaller Hamming distance than a certain value. As shown in Figure 5 , the main operation is reading, which has a very different access pattern compared to Montage. As the figure suggests, Similar pages is able to achieve extremely high performance with limited buffer. With 32 MB buffer, we can again achieve over 90% while the total access space for the Similar Pages is 94 MB. This is because Similar Pages uses a typical O(N 2 ) all-to-all comparison, where each file needs to be reused N times. When running in parallel, all the jobs read the same files and conduct comparison simultaneously, so data locality is extremely high in Similar Pages and only a small buffer size is required to achieve high performance.
3) Povray: A software toolkit for creating graphics using Ray-tracing [39] . Povray generates an image from a collection of source files for a scene. In Povray, the input is source files. Similar to language compilers, Povray shows extremely high data locality: each source file is only accessed when process its image. During the process, each file is read multiple times. Due to such high data locality, Povray is able to achieve almost full performance with extremely limited buffer capacity (hundreds of KB) compared to its total access space (few MB). The stacked column that indicates on the left y-axis gives the details of the performance counters in Section V-A.
4) BTIO:
BTIO [40] is an MPI I/O benchmark from the NAS Parallel Benchmark suite. We run BTIO in MPI-full mode, in which all the processes share the same file. During the execution, all the processes read and write to different offsets of the same file at the same time, hence, the entire file is accessed in each iteration. BTIO writes for 200 iterations with all the processes, and again reads for 200 iterations.
As Figure 5 indicates, BTIO is totally different from the previous applications. Very limited performance improvement is achieved by having more buffer. However, after it reaches the total access space, the performance ratio jumps to 100 % immediately. As we expected, with the entire file being accessed at all the time, frequent data swapping happens between the L1 and L2 storage if we do not have enough buffer, which cause a significant performance degradation.
5) Miranda IO: Miranda IO [41] is the I/O kernel from the Miranda hydrodynamics application code, implemented with MPI. The I/O pattern of Miranda IO is close to checkpointing: it runs for several iterations; in each iteration, each process overwrites data to its own file, which has a size of 111MB; after writing, each process reads the output files from its neighbor processes; then, moves on to the next iteration. In this experiment, we run Miranda IO with 4 processes per node for 1 iteration, to perform a checkpoint-like I/O pattern, and the total I/O size is 444MB × 2 × N . As Figure 5 shows, although Miranda IO dumps data all the time during the I/O phrase, by buffering the data and asynchronously writing back, we can still achieve 100% performance with almost half of the maximum buffer capacities.
From these experiments, we found that for most of the applications, having far less buffer than the application total access space can still provide full performance, which can help to reduce the required buffer. The higher data locality it has, the less buffer it needs. For applications that repeated access all of the data with the high number of iterations, the buffer size should be large enough to fit the entire problem size in order to achieve acceptable performance.
B. Chunk-level VS. File-level
In the second experiment, we compare the performance of chunk-level swap-in/out and file-level swap-in/out to demonstrate the benefits of having chunk-level swap-in/out. Figure 6 shows the performance comparison. As we can see in all the cases, the chunk-level swap-in/out achieves higher performance than file-level swap-in/out. When the files are small (Similar Pages) or close to the chunk size (Montage), the performance difference are slight. With more data to swap in/out, file-level pays more performance penalties on swapin/out due to unused parts of the file. Moreover, file-level swap-in/out cannot support any buffer size that is smaller than any of the files, the missing points in BTIO and Povray, since at least one of the files cannot fit into the buffer, which further limits the minimum capacity of the buffer. However, chunklevel swap-in/out can support such cases since the chunk size is smaller than the file size. Hence, from this experiment, we show that chunk-level swap-in/out has advantages over filelevel swap-in/out on both performance and usability.
C. Simulation with different data replacement algorithms
Besides the different burst buffer size, the impact of different data replacement algorithms on the performance is also unclear. Hence, we simulate with following four common data replacement algorithms to demonstrate the impacts.
• First In First Out (FIFO) : FIFO is the simplest algorithm.
It places the blocks in the order of its first appearance. The block that comes first will be swapped out first.
• Least Recently Used (LRU): LRU is the most common data replacement algorithm in many cache/buffer systems. LRU keeps track the used time of each chunk and swaps out the least recently used one. The design of LRU follows a very important phenomena in data access, i.e. data access locality, to maximize the cache hit rate.
• Least Frequently Used (LFU): similar to LRU, LFU swaps out the least frequently accessed blocks. The design is from an idea that the more a chunk was accessed, the more popular it is, and the more probable it would be accessed again in near future. However, in many cases, LFU suffers from buffer pollution, where some blocks get accessed too many times in the past, and ended up staying in the buffer forever.
• Least Frequently Used with Dynamic Aging (LFUDA) :
LFUDA was proposed to solve the cache pollution issues in the LFU. LFUDA adds an aging factor, so that new blocks can quickly surpass old blocks with a high counter value, and then evict the old blocks out of the cache. We simulate all the applications studied in Section VI with the four data replacement algorithms. From Figure VI -C, we see significant performance differences between algorithms. LRU and FIFO can achieve good performance for almost all the applications tested. Despite its simplicity, FIFO also achieves very good performance. LRU and FIFO only perform slightly worse than others for BTIO when the whole file is being accessed at the same time, which results in a randomaccess-like access pattern with very limited data locality. Such an access pattern breaks the assumption of LRU. On the other hands, LFU and LFUDA performs relatively poorly in most of the cases, especially for the Montage and Povray case. They two algorithms suffer lot due to the buffer pollution.
In this experiment, we see a huge performance gap between different algorithms. For most of the applications, LRU and FIFO show much better performance, while LFU performs slightly better in some extreme cases. We conclude that for most of the applications, LRU offers better performance.
D. Limitations and Future Work
One of the limitations concerns the impact from burst buffers on application performance and execute time, i.e., the ratio in our graphs. We have intentionally focused on the designing our tool around the burst buffer as a standalone module, which we have then used to explore the design space of burst buffer when driven by applications. The impact itself, the ratio, was derived from observed traces. This approach has been tailored to the scope of the current paper, which primarily isolates the burst buffer as the main agent of the execution. The traces we use to drive the simulation are system-specific (and not topology-agnostic, which would be the ideal case). In the future, we plan to increase the generality with respect to other components of the systems. More specifically, we do plan address the challenge of accurately describing the impact on burst buffer not only based on traces, but also on different network topologies; one such direction would be the direct integration of B2Sim and CODES.
VII. RELATED WORK
Burst buffer systems was first mentioned in paper [44] as a tier in the existing HPC storage hierarchy between the compute nodes and the PFS to absorb bursts of data. Subsequently, burst buffer systems have been widely studied and deployed. Paper [15] , [16] , [18] , proposed to utilize burst buffer to accelerate different kinds of application in HPC and cloud environments. However, all these papers focused on exploring the potential use case of the burst buffer system and validating the effectiveness, but none of them considered the configurations of burst buffer systems. Several simulation work on burst buffer has been published. Peng et. al [45] performed a simulation on the aggregated throughput with/without burst buffer using different number of compute nodes. Paper [46] compared the trade-off between NLBB and RSBB on checkpoint/restart by simulation. However, neither of them has simulated complicated I/O in realworld application, nor the impact of different data replacement algorithms. CODES-based simulators are also used to explore different design of the burst buffer. Paper [22] analyzed the I/O and communication interference with burst buffers on dragonfly networks. Paper [14] extends CODES to include SSD burst buffer devices and simulate the performance of multiple applications and configurations, i.e., with/without/with half burst buffer. Paper [14] , [22] focus more on the how burst buffer interacts in the full-system simulation, while our work focuses more on the data swapping in burst buffer. Our research on the performance impact from different algorithms guides the design of future burst buffer systems.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We explore the performance impact on I/O-intensive applications with different data swapping configurations on the remote burst buffer systems. We create a simulator to estimate the performance of applications under different data swapping configurations. We simulate with I/O trace files obtained from large-scale executions of five HPC applications. Three sets of experiments are conducted to study performance impacts from three different aspects: the swapping granularity, buffer sizes, and data replacement algorithms. From the results, we find that all the three configurations can significantly affect the performance. For most applications, using a buffer size that is around half the total access space of the applications can still achieve full performance. For the applications that randomly access the whole file set for multiple iterations, having a burst buffer that can buffer all the files is essential to achieve performance improvement. Similar to the cache system, LRU shows better performance in almost all the cases we test and helps applications to further reduce the required buffer capacity. Our work highlights the importance of data swapping in reducing the required capacity for the burst buffer and helps to guide the future design of the burst buffer system. and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.
